
THE IIORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE IIIPERATIVE STEIl IN AIIHARIC 

Rbstract 

The i.perative ste. in R.haric .ay 
be identiFied by its selet:t-ion of a 
~econd person subject and by its unique 
.orphological structure. This paper 
atte.pts to identiFy the nature of its 
core te.plate. 

In the description of the 
.orphological structure of the i.perative 
ste., a nonlinear .odel developed in 
/lfcCarthy (1979, 1981) where the 
consonantal and vocalic .elodies are 
represented on separate tiers, is 
adopted. The · CV tier is considered to 
represent an abstract ti.ing slot. The 
consonantal and vocalic .elodies are 
associated with the relevant unit in the 
CV tier by the principle of leFt-to-right 
associ at ion. 

The R.haric i.perative s/e. is 
assu.ed to have a te.plate CCVCJFor Type 
Rand CVCCC For the Type Band 
Quadrilateral ste.s. Epenthesis vowel 
insertiob applies on these basic 
structurrs in order to produce 
pronounc'1!able (surFace) For.s. The 
vowel-iTltSertion rule is .otivated by a 
universal process which relates seg.ents 
within . : word with the syllable structure 
of the l'pnguage. 

I 

;A~;1;~~~ Pro~ ••• or. Kot.b_. Coll-V. o~ 
T.aoh.r Eduoation. 
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Th. "orpholog1c.~ Structur. o~ th. 

I.p.r.t1y. ~St •• 1n. ~.r1c 

Introduction 

Imperatives in general have not been given adequate 
attention. As Davies (1986: Preface) says, they (i.e., 
imperatives) "are often dismissed as exceptions to some 
generalization, and linguists have sometimes seemed content to 
admit that what appear to be parallels between imperatives and 
other constructions can not be acknowledged as such in their 
analysis." Linguistic studies in Amharic have failed to give 
due attention to this category. Even though there are a few 
works on the subject', none of them have ventured to describe 
its morphology. Teklemariam Fantaye (1971: 65), for instance, 
says that the imperative may either be in the present or in 
the future tense and that a direct command is given in the 2 nd 

person. He then goes on to give some examples of the 
imperative in the 1'~ 2~ and 3~ person without specifying its 
internal structure. Bender and Fulass (1978: 65) consider 
imperatives as belonging to a "transformational section of the 
grammar". Recent studies in phonology and m~phology, 
however, have indicated that a transformational acbount of 
morphology is unconstrained. As McCarthy (1979: 156) says, 
any mechanism which employs transformation "would necessarily 
be capable of any operation on a string of finite length made 
up of elements of finite vocabulari'. In other words, 
morphological transformations may allow a free movement of 
segments within a word, reverse strings, replace segments and 
so on. Hence, the non-transformational approach proposed-4n 
McCarthy (1979, 1981) and adopted in this paper is weaker than 
the transformational approach used in Bender and Fulass (1978) 
and consequently it is more explanatory. 
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The purpose o:f this paper .is to analyze ,and rep,resent the 
imperative stem :formally on • CV fr~o.diC template without 
resorting to the trans:formatlpna app.ratus. The only 
principle required in this apprQach is the usual association 
with a simple stipulation that the C and V slots are 
associated with consonantal and vocalic melodies respectively. 

The imperatives in Amharic have a morphological structure 
which distinguishes them :from the per:fective and imper:fective 
:forms. In addition, they also show a restriction on the kind 
o:f subject NP they select (ill'"' agreement with Teklemariam 
Fantaye 1971). This is also considered to be one o:f the 
characteristic :features o:f imperatives in English (ct. Davies 
1986: 6). Amhric imperative :forms select only second person 
subjects. The examples given in (1) below may demonstrate 
this: 

• 1. a) :f§ll tg "you. (masc. sg. ) look :for something" 
b) g§nz§bun m§nztru "you (pl. ) change money" 

money-de:f change-you pl. 
0) b§run ztgi "you (:fem. sg.) close the door" 

door-de:f close-you ( :fem. sg. ) 
d) b§run ytzgu "you (pol. ) close the dopr" 

door-de:f close-you (pol. ) 

The sentences in (1) would be ill-:formed it :first or third 
person subjects were used instead o:f the second. The 
speci:fic-subject selection characteristic 01 the imperative 
may be related to their morphologically distinct form.- This 
stem is different from that found in verb forms in the 
perfective and the imperfective aspects. This is shown in the 
following paradigms: 
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P.r~ect (3.m.sg.) 
mAnAzz&r-A 
"h~ changed mon~y-

flllllg-I 
"he wanted-

hed-A 
"he went" 
glddll-I 
"h~ killed" 
s'afll 
"he wrote-

I.PPf~eot (3.m.sg.) 
y -mlln&zztr-all 
-he will chang_ 

money-
yt.-flll tg-all 

-h, will want" 
yt-h~d-all 

-he will go
yt.-glldl-all 
-)l~ ,1!ill kill-
yt-s tf-all 
-he will write" 

I.p.rat1v. (2 ••.• g.) 
mllnztr 

-(you) cflange 
monef" 
fAll {g 

-look for(something) 
hid 
-go-

gtdAl 
"kill

s'af 
-write-

The examples in (2) show that the perfect stem takes a 
suffix while the imperfect stem takes a prefix and a suffix. 
The affirmative imp~rative does not ne~d any prefix though it 
may require suffixes as in the case of certain second person 
subjects (eg. 2M singular feminine, 2M plural and 2M polite). 

It seems that it is possible to specify the morphological 
structure of the verb in th~ imperative, but to do so, it is 
necessary to find out th~ lexical type of the stem in 
question. It is well known that triliteral verbs in Amharlc 
are divided into two types, Typ~ A and Type B, depending on 
the behaviour of their medial consonant (cf. Bender and Fulass 
1978). Verbs that ge.inate the medial consonant in all (or 
most of) the paradigms are referred to as Type B, while those 
which do so only in the perfective are classed as Ty". A 
verbs. In the example given in (2), f&ll&g-I and gllddll,A are 
both triliterals, but the former belong. to the Type B set, 
while the latter is in the set of Type A Verbs. All Type A 
verbs show morphological patterns "for the imperative which 
underlyingly might be represented as having the following core 
template: 

3) The CV Template of Triliteral Type A Imperative Stems 

CCVC 

The :following are some examples of the imperatl~ forms of 
T)tpe A stems along with their perfective and imper:fectiv. 
form., 
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4) Redlol! (or root. P.r'!!S!t. 1-2arf!!2t. nurtt.iva 
OODI!Onent..) 3 s -. 6. 

• stbAr sbr -break- .Ibblr-I {t-.lbr-all 
lk'm -gather- llk"k'lm-1i y -llk'-all 1 t.k -11m 
mrt' -.elect- 1IIIlrrlt'-1 yt-mlrt '-.11 mtrAt' 
lb. -dre.s- Ilbbl.-I yt.-llbas-all Itb"s 

The form. that w. g.t in the imperative do not match one- to
one with the imperativ~ ~emplate given in (3).3 

5) Con.onant .elodY} .) 

r 
b r b) 1 k' m 

tier . ~ 

t [ 1 I 1 
Core template ~ C C V C C C V C . I . I 
Voc.lic .elody ti.r ~ t I t " 

In the .bov. c •••• , the vowel ~ i. not associated with an 
underlying V slot. Thi. lIIi.-.atch is not difficult to account 
for if we adopt H.yward'. (1986) interpretation of { as an 
&penthetic vow.l·. Following hi. suggestion, the vowel need 
not be r.presented in the underlyi~g CV structure, since it is 
suppli.d by a rule (.ee rule. (7) and (11» which is sensitive 
to the .yllable .truct",re of th~ language • . Hayward (1986: 
304) say., -Exa,in.tion of Amharic monosyllables suggest that 
there .r~ the following .yll.ble types: VC, VCC, CVC, CVCC and 
very rarely, CV-. Con.onant clusters which are more than the 
above .equence. c.nnot b~ syllabified unless the rule of 
epenthe.i. applie.. Thi. means that the und~rlying template 
given in (3) i. un.yllabifiable as .hown b~low: 

6) 
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The first co ns onant in (6) is not syllabified because Amharic 
does not allo w more than one consonant in the onset position. 
This makes the initial C' unsyllabifiable or "Extrasyllabic". 
In such c a ses. epenthesis may apply and the rule ' may be 
represen ted as follovs: 

7) Epen t hesis Rule 

o .. t. / 41 C' C (C' stands for the extrasyllabic 
consonant) 

By this rule, the structure CCVC (i.e., sb~r and lk'~m) vill 
be changeQ to stb~r and Itk'ijm and this gives the right sur!ace 
form. The assumption here. therefo~e. is that the vo~el t is 
not part o:f the underlying structure but it is inserted by 
rule (7). According to this assumption. the underlying 
template of the imperative of a tr11iteral Type A verb is that 
vhich is given in (3) above. 

Triliteral Type B and Quadrilater al verbs have identical 
imperative template as the following examples illustrate: 

8) Root 
Trilit..ral 
TVp. B 
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flg "look for" 
Imn "Beg" 
dbk' "hide" 

f~lllig-li 

l~mm~n-~ 

dlibblik '-~ 

yt-fUl tg-all 
yt-lijmmtn-all . '. yt-d~bbtk -all 

Imperativ. 

falltg 
lammtn 
dijbbtk' 



Quadr11at..ral 
Root. 

sbsb ·collect· 
mnzr'change money' 
glbt· 'overturn" 

P.r1.at.1v. 

•• b •••• b-. 
m.nAzzAr-1 

gAIAbbAt '-A 

yt-.AbAsatb-all 
yt-mlnAzzt.r-all 
yt.-gIlAbbt.t '-all 

slibstb 
mlinztr 
glilbt.t· 

We as.um~ that the underlying structure of the imperative stem 
of the triliteral and quadriliteral v~rbs is as follows: 

9) CVCCC 

Comparing the template in (9) with the actual surface forms in 
(8) shows a mis-match as indicated in (10) below: 

10) C-me~ody tier .. 
Core template 

V-melody tier .. 

a) m n z r 
\ I I I 

C V C C C 

l t 

b):f 1 g 

J V ~C ~ 
h t 

In (10), just as in (5) above, the vowel t has no underlying 
V slot to associate with. Once again this miss-match can be 
accounted for by borrowing Hayward's claim that "Amharic has 
a strict word structure constraint which permits syllables 
closed by two consonants to occur only in word-:final 
positions· (Hayward 1986: 305). A syllable :final cluster of 
more than two consonants is, there:fore, not syllabi:fiable. 
This means that the third C after the central vowel (ie. Ii) is 
extrasyllabic. It can only be syllabi:fied a:fter the 
application o:f another epenthetic rule which is adopted :from 
Hayward as :follows to :fit the description given here (see 
Hayward's rule 29 page 315): 
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11> 0 c c' 

The surfac~ forms -mAnzir w and wf~lltg- are ,arrived at by 
applying rule (11) ' to the underlying .tructu~e CVCCC. 

12) a) a b) 

~ c~c C· C· C V C c 

1 1 1 \ I. \ \ V I. 
z r f ~ 1 g 

Rul. 11 

a a a a 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
C V c 1 V c C V c.v V c 

\ I \ \ I 1 \ \ \ 
m .. n i. r ~ 1 t g 

Given t he epenthetic insertion rule (11), the assumption that 
the imperative template of the triliteral Type B and the 
quadriliteral verbs (ie CVCCC) gives the desired result. 

In a paper presented at the Linguistic Association of 
Great Britain (LAGB), Hayward represented the epenthetic rule 
of Amharic as follows (personal communication): 

o .. x 

I ( :~---------------
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ie., i£ an unsyllabi£ied x' occurs word-~inally, it cr.ates a 
syllable head to its le~t, otherwise it creates a syllable 
head to its right. 

Rule (13) collapses rule (7) and rule (11) and by .0 doing 
captures the general principle underlying t~@ ep@nthesis rule. 
It predicts the location o~ the epenthetic t in both on •• t and 
coda positions. The predictability o~ t is the main reason 
that suggests that it may not be represent@d in the underlying 
template structure. 

So ~ar, we have shown two characteristic ~eatures that 
may help to identi£y the imperative structure and they are the 
second-person-subject selection restriction and the speci£ic 
morphological structure depending on the type of the verb~ 
The morphological structure of the imperative, in addition to 
its specific template, does not take any prefixes. It may 
have suffixes and one of the suffixes is the subject marker 
which must obligatorily agree with a second person subject 
(ie, singular (masculine or feminine» as shown in (1) above. 
However, note that the imperative in the negative takes a 
prefix as indicated below: 

. 
mtlnztr 
ftlll tg 
gt.dU 

Wchange money" 
"look for" 

"kill" 

atttmtlnztr 
atttfallt.g 
attt.gdU 

"don't change money" 
"don't look for" 
"don't kill" 

The examples in (14) show that the pre£ix in all cases is not 
the simple negative marker (al) that we get in the per£ective 
aspect such as: 

15) gtldd§l-tl "he killed" 
£tlll§g-§ "he looked £or" 

al-gtldd§l-tlm "he didn't kill" 
al-ftllltlg-§m "he didn't look 

for" 
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The negative marker in (14) is di~~erent vi~ lattl rather 
than lal/. One may suggest that the negative marker has two 
allomorphs:- lall and lattl and the ~ormer occur. with the 
perfect stem while the latter i. ~ound with an imperative 
stem. This approach, however, do.. not capture the general 
characteristics o~ the negative marker in Amharic. The other 
approach which we think is more plausible, is that the 
negativ marker is always lall and this is what we get 
underlyingly in the imperative stem too. We assume that the 
negative imperative takes the second person pronominal pre~ix 
I~-I. This a~~ix may be considered to be the same affix which 
occurs with the imperfective stem as shown belowl 

16) tt-mlnlzztr-allih 
tt-mlnAzztr-i-allA~ 
tt-mAnAzzir-alla~~thu 

·you (m.sg) will change money· 
·you (f.sg) will change money· 
·you (pl.) will change money· 

We assume that the negative imperative obligatorily takes 
the second person pronominal prefix following the negative 
marker, viz:-

17) al-t-gdll 
al-t-filltg 
al-t-mlnzt.r 

The consonant III assimilates totally with the following 
consonant (ie. t) res ulting in a long or geminate consonant 
Itt/. The vowel t. is introduced by the epenthetic rule 
discussed above since one of the geminate sounds i s 
extrasyllabic in non-final positions. We only have ve a nd not 
vee as a non-final syllable. 

18) a a a 

~ min ~ z t r "" a t t' 

It is not possible to introduce the vowel t in between the two 
geminates as the epenthetic rule would pre dict . This is 
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b@cause doing so would mean going against the principle of the 
integrity of geminates mentioned in Hayward (1986: 316). 
Hayward says " ••• geminates could not apli t in the same way 
that a oluster oould". He said that "Epenthesis is subjeot to 
~he (universal) Geminate-Integrity-Constraint, Viz: 

19) 

Hence, the epenthetic vowel, instead of ooourring between the 
two geminates, ocours after them and that gives the right 
surface result. 

20) C1 C1 

~ ~ 
a . t tt 

C1 C1 

~k 
m II n zt r atttmllnztr "you 

(m.sg.) do not ohange 
money" 

Thus, it can be said that the imperative may take a prefix 
only in the negative and not in the affirmative. 

Conclu.1on 

The two characteristic features (ie. the second person 
subject selection and the specific morphological (or template) 
pattern are sufficient to isolate the imperative stem fr?m 
other verb forms. 
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Alemayehu H: Structure o~ the Imperative Stem in Amharic 

aot.e 

1. I thank an anonymous •••• s.or ~or bringing :t.o my attention 
the need to mention .ome ,of ~ ••• ilier work. OD the imperatives 
o~ Amharic. However, I d6 not _ah·~. hie/her view that the topic 
"has been dealt with in gre~t~ ~~ii by a 'number o~ ·p.ople·. 
To illustrate the point, 'the assessor kindly mentioned Hailu 
Fulass, Hailu and Bender, and earlier works like Obolensky, 
Deribew and Mulugeta. (He/she did not indicate titles or 
dates.) In Bender and Fulass (1978), the imperative is not even 
considered among the regularly ~ound sur~ace ~orms (viz: 
Per~ect, Contingent, Gerund, Jusei ve and In~ini ti ve). (see 
pages 41 and 52). In ~act, they say, "The rule ~or generating 
imperatives ... belongs to a later trans~ormational component o~ 
the grammar. The recent generative approach (c~. McCarthy 
(1979, 1981) Archangeli (1984) among others) is totally against 
the unconstrained trans~ormational approach such as that used in 
Bender and Fulass. 

Hailu (1980) sets out to give a "syntactically motivated 
argument to show that the . imperative is a sentential 
complement". His approach ~alls within the generative-semantics 
theory which has been greatly revised since Chomsky (1970). 
Whatever merits and demerits there are in Hailu (1980), the 
analysis is syntactic and does not contain a morphological 
analysis o~ the imperative. 

Obolensky, Deribew and Mulugeta (1964) is, as its title 
suggests, an Amharic basic course book ~or ~oreigners. It 
contains basic sentences and simple texts ~or students to read 
and/or memorize. Obviously, it is not in the nature o~ such 
elementary teaching materials to provide a detailed grammatical 
analysis on any linguistic structure including imperatives . 

In ~act, no linguistic work known to me has been done on 
the morphological structure o~ the imperative. This paper tries 
to ~ill this gap by. adopting the Autosegmental mpdel developed 
in McCarthy (1979, 981). Hence, this paper, it is hoped, will 
contribute to the study o~ Amharic grammar by giving a 
description o~ the morphology o~ the imperative structure by 
using the Autosegmental approach. 



,---------------------------------
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2. An anonymous assessor says, "one question that comes to mind 
is the basic de£ini tion o£ imperative stems in terms o£ the 
subject they select , ... instead o£ other criteria such as their 
morphological, syntactic and semantic structures". It must be 
stated here that the purpose o£ this paper is to analyze the 
morphological structure and to speci£y the CV pattern o£ the 
imperatives. It appears that the pattern CCVC and CVCCC £or 
Type A and £or Type Band Quadriliteral stems respectively 
provide the template and thereby supply the morphological 
criterion necessary to identi£y the imperative stem. A 
syntactic criterion may not be necessary here because, according 
to the Principle o£ Lexical Integrity, the internal structure o£ 
words is • opaque to syntax" (Booij 1985: 143). A semantic 
criterion is not given in this paper simply because the 
concentration is on morphology and not on semantics. Such an 
analysis may be given in £uture research. 

3. In the association, we use McCarthy's (1979: 138) Consonant 
Association Principle where autosegments (or consonant melodies) 
are "associated £rom le£t-to-right with appropriate slots o£ the 
template". The principle also applies to the association o£ 
vowels with vocalic melodies. 

4. The vowel t. which occurs in the sur£ace phonological 
structure o£ the imperative is an epenthetic vowel which is 
introduced to break a cluster o£ two consonants and more than 
tyO consonants on the onset and code positions respectively. 
The same principle is used in Bender and Fulass (1978: 65) where 
an initial cluster breaking rule is represented as £ollows: 
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Initial Cluster Bre.king Rule 

S. D. , CbB! [0] b) S. D. , [-SyiJ Cay,] 
+ rv_ -obs -flu 

-nas 

S.C 1 2 3 S.C. l 2 3 

1 2i 3 .i 2i 3 

Bender and Fualass (1978: 65) say: 

Part (a) of the rule provides the possibility of Cl or Cr in 
word initial position provided that C is one of the grave 
obstruents g, k', kif, b, p', p. Part (b) disallows any other 
cluster involving anything other tha~ w as a second member. 

The above rules, which are represented in a linear approach do 
not provide a motivation for the epenthetic vowel insertion 
except that they stipulate that a vowel be inserted in between 
the two word initial consecutive consonants. The analysis given 
in this paper, which is adopted from Hayward (1986), eventhough 
it relies on the rule of epenthetic vowel insertion just as in 
Bender and Fulass (1978), tries to describe the phenomenon from 
the point of view of syllable phonology. The integration of 
such type of analysis into phonological theories is proposed by 
many researchers (see Clements and Keyser 1983 and the 
references therein). A Universal theory of syllable, among 
other things, "must characterize the class of language 
particular rules which modify or extend the underlying syllable 
representations ("syllabification rules") and state how these 
rules are integrated into the general organization of the 
phonological component" (Clements and Keyser 1983: 25). 

Hayward (1986) follows the syllable based approach and 
gives a better ex~lanation to epenthetic voyel insertion than 
Bender and Fulass (1978) in that it provides a motivation for 
the application of epenthesis. He uses a universal principle 
which is much easier to apply than any ad-hoc or idiosyncratic 
rule. 
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In this paper, as in Hayward (1986), epenthesis is 
accounted for as a "function of the universal process 
which relates morphologically-structured segmental 
strings with syllable structures. (See the Universal 
Form of Syllable Formation in Clem.nts and Keyser (1983: 
74-75). The representation h~re is, therefore, based on 
a more refined model than Bender and Fulass's" (1978) and 
consequently it provides an adequate explanation to 
epenthetic vowel insertion rule. 

5. The derivation of irregular imperative forms suoh as hid 
"(you) go· and rut' "you run" etc. Will be discussed~ 
Alemayehu Haile and R.J. Hayward (in preparation). 
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